Verbal Identity’s ‘Head of Voices’, Chris West, sets out his personal
view of the effect of President Trump’s election on brand language.
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“If you’ve come along tonight to hear about the language of
brands in a Post-Trump world, you’re going to be very
disappointed: Unfortunately, we’re not yet in a Post-Trump
world:
Donald Trump is still President!
Yes, it’s easy to be snide, but I think we do so at our shame and
perhaps even our peril…I’m not a fan of Donald Trump, but I am
a fan of democracy.
And Donald Trump is not some White Trash Lottery Winner.
He was voted in.
By 62Million, 979 thousand, 636 real people.
Who liked what he said.
They liked the language of Brand Trump.

So, now, in the new world of Trump, it’s a good time to
understand how brand language works.
And that’s what we do at my company, Verbal Identity.
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We look at how brand language works …and how to make it
work harder.
We call it the ‘magic and mechanics’ of brand language.
Of course, if you’ve come along tonight to hear some valuable
insights into how to forge a successful career in the media, then
hang around…. I mean, hang around until after my talk.
Because my talk won’t help you anywhere near as much as the
people you’ll meet after I stop talking.
Why?
I will tell you about the magic and mechanics of brand language
in a Post-Trump World.
And I can tell you 6 things which I’ve found useful in my career.
But they won’t be anywhere near as useful as the people you’ll
meet after I stop talking.
Why?
Because media is a talent business: 80% talent and 20% expertise.
Emma Watson was a very good actor when she left Headington.
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And I’d say that by the end of your 2nd year working in media,
your talent will be crystallised.
After that, you get more work because more people know you
and know what your talent is.
So, for the next 8 minutes, go ahead and order your Ocado shop,
I’m always happy to talk to myself about the magic and
mechanics of brand language, but if you want to stay tuned for
another 2 minutes, I’ll give you those 6 pieces of advice quickly,
#1: Be indispensable. Then they can’t dispense with you.
You won’t be squandering your degree if you learn how to fix the
company’s printer: because who’s going to ‘let go’ the one person
who knows how to fix the bloody printer?
Of course, if you can fix the printer AND you know how to write
copy better than anyone else, or research how Volkswagen can
buy their media space more efficiently in digital channels by not
bothering with Snapchat, then you’re even more indispensable.
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#2: Despite what your contract says, despite what HR told you,
you’re self-employed:
No one’s going to provide your work for you. They’re busy.
The upside of this is that there’s always more work to be done.
Every manager or boss or department head has work on their
desk that they just don’t get around to tackling – go volunteer to
tackle it for them.
The dark side of “the truth that you’re self-employed” is that
you’re only ever one phone call away from being kicked out: a
client’s moved on; the newspaper section you’re working on has
been scrapped. It happens. It’s not personal.
If you’re working on one piece of business in your agency, get
yourself on a pitch for another piece of business. If you’re writing
for one section of a paper, get writing for every other section of
the paper.
And as you’re only ever one phone call from sitting in McDonalds
on Shaftesbury Avenue on a rainy Thursday morning nursing a
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coffee for 2 hours … My advice #3 is: Have lunch once a month
with someone who can give you a job. Network: meet up, find
out what they’re doing, follow them with interest.
#4: Despite the fruit bowl in reception, and everyone sitting
together at one long table in the office refectory, work is
hierarchical. Don’t be fooled. I forgot it once at 3.30 in the
morning and by 10 that morning I was nursing a coffee in the
McDonalds in Shaftesbury Avenue.
#5: If you’re going to get drunk with colleagues, be the least
drunk person in the room.

#6: If you care about your career, be careful who you marry.
If you want to understand the value of that, ask my wife.
I don’t mean that she married well.
I mean it’s different for women, and the idea of a set of equallyshared domestic responsibilities remains largely a myth.
I hope you Charlotte along next time to hear her.
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**
So, if you’ve now done your main Ocado shop, it’s time for you to
plough through those annoying screens asking you if you’d like 3
Duchy iceberg lettuces instead of 2. While you do that, I’ll plough
through the magic and mechanics of brand language in a Trump
world.
What do I mean by the magic and mechanics?
Well, for 15 years I was a copywriter in an ad agency. And
occasionally I’d have to go and present my work to a client.
And usually, they’d ask me why I’d chosen a particular word or
tone of voice for their brand’s copy.
All I had to offer in the way of rational argument was this:
[SHRUG]
The copywriter’s shrug: I’m the writer, it just sounds right to me.
When I set up Verbal Identity, I felt that [SHRUG] wasn’t going
to be good enough as a business proposition.
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So instead of focussing just on the magic creativity of language, I
went off and found a tutor in linguistics: and I studied the
mechanics of language.
I wanted something to back up my writer’s hunch.
Understanding the mechanics of language is fascinating and
handy, and not just at dinner parties: one of our early clients was
the manufacturer of an engine oil brand.
They had a problem with language. They said: for the last 20
years, we’ve been hinging our communications around one key
word: PERFORMANCE.
But, they track this word’s effectiveness in research groups and
recently, over the last few years, it’s not been motivating people in
the same way. They said: you lot at Verbal Identity understand
the mechanics of language, what’s up?
So, we did some research into how the word ‘PERFORMANCE’ is
used in the US and the UK markets, where the company sells
engine oil.
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In the US, Performance has associations with mechanical
performance: that’s good, they sell engine oil.
In the UK, Performance has slightly different associations… any
ideas? In fact, Performance in the UK is often associated with a
person’s performance. The Chancellor gave a robust performance
in the Commons presenting his budget; David Tennant’s
performance in Don Juan of Soho was thrilling.
That was also good, because the marketing team of the engine oil
brand had shown men in white coats in the labs perfecting engine
oil… so ‘Performance’ worked well there.
So why the recent problem?
Well, to explain that bit, I now have to tell you the favourite joke
of linguists… are you ready. It’s not very funny by the way. Here
goes:
Don’t you dare think of a huge grey elephant with big flappy ears!
Now I bet I know what you’re thinking of now: you’re thinking of
an elephant, aren’t you?
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Well, I told you it wasn’t funny. But it makes the point. Language
works in strange ways and when you hear a word, you can’t help
but have it conjure images in your mind.
So, what was going on with the word ‘Performance’ recently?
Why didn’t it motivate people so well?
It turns out that there’s another use of the word Performance,
people hear it at work, and not many people like it. It’s their
Annual Performance Review… a moment when your boss points
out all the ways in which you’re being judged and often, not
doing well enough to get the pay rise you wanted.
So in recent years, the word ‘Performance’ had taken on other
quiet associations for people, and as much as they weren’t aware
of it, when the engine oil company mentioned the word,
unfriendly bells tinkled in their heads.
So that’s what we mean by the mechanics of language.
And what’s President Trump doing with the mechanics of
language?
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Well, I owe the next insight to a great piece from the New York
Times, called, ‘How to listen to Trump every day for years.” The
writer, a real linguist, John McWhorter, points out that YES, The
Donald does mangle language, and he illustrates it with this
quote from Donald Trump, at a South Carolina rally in 2015:
“Look, having nuclear … – my uncle was a great professor and
scientist and engineer, Dr John Trump at M.I.T: good genes, very
good genes, OK, very smart, The Wharton School of Finance, very
good, very smart – you know, if you’re a conservative Republican,
if I were a liberal, if like, OK…”
The mechanical style of his language, well, let’s call it ‘choppy’.
But this pin-balling style is similar to how many, very intelligent
people speak.
It just sounds odd hearing someone like the President of the
United States of America talking like this in public.
What’s going on?
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The false starts, the inserts, are all typical of how one person talks
to another person, rather than written language.
Mechanically, what The Donald is doing is…actually talking to
people, in his natural style.
So, can we expect brands to construct their language in an equally
choppy, chatty way?
Yes!
Hull has just started its year of being The City of Culture. It ran a
poster to encourage its young people to take part in the late-night
events, instead of getting hammered. The headline said: “It’s time
to get absolutely cultured.”
This chatty style is not a new thing – I’m over Innocent Smoothies
and their faux-charming back of pack of copy.
But we’ll see more of it. And when it’s done well, expect to see
more brands talking as though they’re talking just to you, Dave,
you’re so MoneySupermarket”
***
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And what about the magic, the creativity and styling, of brand
language?
The first thing to say is that brand language follows economic
cycles. If the US enters a boom time, brand language will become
more bombastic. If the economy crashes again, then brand
language will become more timid.
But outside of the economic cycle, what effect will Trump have?
The biggest effect of President Trump – I HOPE! - will be that
brand owners become more aware of the casual gender-biases in
their brand language.
Now, I believe that the same, outright, self-conscious genderstereotyping will continue: check out Khloe Kardashian new
Protein World campaign.
But it’s the unwitting sexism or gender stereotyping which needs
to be undone.
Even amongst the biggest, smartest advertisers, gender
stereotypes are still being enforced:
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Compare 2 recent ads on YouTube for the same Head and
Shoulders product.
For the women’s ad, it’s about being flake free and gorgeous
(gorgeous to others, I presume).
For the men, it shows a goalkeeper, and the message is about …
shouldering responsibility.
In the recent 60” trailer for ITV’s hub, you’ll see plenty of women:
whisking eggs, folding the clothes, or opening the fridge.
Meanwhile, a man is in a shed, putting nails in a jar.
So, my hope for brand language is this pre-Post Trump world is
that we’ll see more what happened when Donald Trump said
‘that thing on the bus’ which I’m not going to explicitly mention
here.
What happened was that people spoke up and objected to the
language of the most powerful man in the world.
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My hope is that the smart new generation of women and men
entering the workplace will make sure that brand language
overcomes gender biases and stops discriminating.
Thank you.”
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